Structure solution from powder for BANaBr
Powder diffraction data were analysed with the software EXPO2009. Peaks were automatically chosen in the 2θ range 5-40°. A peak at 29.9° was assigned to unreacted NaBr and excluded in the indexing process.
A few peaks at low angle (e.g. at 14°) had a strong asymmetry and a broad left shoulder: these shoulder features were indeed peaks of BA·NaBr·2H 2 O phase, present as small impurity. A monoclinic cell with volume of 1429 Å 3 was finally found using the N-TREOR algorythm. Such volume can contain 8 formula units (Z = 8) . Le Bail refinement was automatically performed to extract weighted intensities for space group determination, although some low angle peaks were badly fitted because of BA·NaBr·2H 2 O peaks overlap. EXPO found space group P2 1 /c. Since multiplicity of P2 1 /c is 4, Z' was likely to be 2 (two independent molecules, cations and anions per asymmetric unit). We performed both direct methods and simulated annealing trials (using two independent BA molecules, two Na cations, and two Br anions). In all trials, R wp value was relatively high, because of the small amount of impurities, and the badly modelled peak shape.
However the best solution of simulated annealing trials could reasonably fit intensities and had good chemical sense.
Rietveld refinement was performed in space group C2/c with software Topas. A shifted Chebyshev function with 6 parameters and a Pseudo-Voigt function were used to fit respectively background and peak shape. A spherical harmonic model was used to describe preferred orientation. BA molecules were refined as rigid bodies. An overall thermal parameter for each atom species was adopted. NaBr and BA·NaBr·2H 2 O phase parameters were kept fixed but cell parameters and scale factors. Refinement converged with χ 2 = 8.73, R wp = 0.105 R F2 = 0.065, Figure 4 shows experimental, calculated and difference curves. 
Structure solution from powder for BAKBr
The crystal structure was determined with the software DASH using powder diffraction data collected on a sample heated in a capillary and sealed. 18 Peaks were chosen in the 2θ range 5-30°, and a monoclinic cell with volume of 874 Å3 was finally found using the algorythm DICVOL. Space group statistics performed on peak intensities extracted with a Pawley refinement suggested space group P2 1 /c and Z'=1. The best solution from the simulated annealing runs was used for Rietveld refinement with software Topas. A shifted Chebyshev function with 6 parameters and a Pseudo-Voigt function were used to fit respectively background and peak shape. A spherical harmonic model was used to describe preferred orientation. BA molecules were refined as rigid bodies. An overall thermal parameter for each atom species was adopted. KBr was found to be present in the powder as a minor impurity and was thus inserted in the refinement, allowing the cell parameter and scale factor only to be refined. Refinement converged with χ 2 = 2.09, R wp = 0.029 R F2 = 0.012. Figure 5 shows experimental, calculated and difference curves. 
